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Abstract
In this work, we describe a comprehensive framework for knowledge discovery from medical
records called SDM-Miner. The records are created before, during and after pancreatic islet cell
transplantation1 on a group of diabetic patients. The knowledge discovery focuses on selecting
the most relevant variables for predicting the outcome of islet cell transplants temporally, and
supporting the medical understanding of the variable relationships that would lead to insulin-free
outcome of a transplant with machine learning models. The challenges of knowledge discovery lie
in the temporally sparse nature of medical records and the large number of variables which make
the traditional statistical analyses ineﬀective. Our approach to overcome the challenges is to com-
bine data-driven computationally intensive modeling with statistical modeling. The framework
incorporates this approach during three phases of knowledge discovery including (1) statistical
data-preprocessing, (2) pattern search based dimensionality reduction, and (3) association rule
based and conditional probability based data-driven modeling.
We evaluate the framework by cross validating the models (of machine learning) using pre-
diction errors and uncertainty of rule discovery. In order to demonstrate the novelty of the
framework and the improved performance in knowledge discovery, we report results using real
and synthetic datasets. Experimental results on synthetic data act as a sanity check in order
to verify the eﬀectiveness of our models in the absence of standard test results. The evaluation
results show that our framework led to smaller mean error with the decreasing number of variable
samples, higher robustness to Gaussian noise, and higher conﬁdence and support of association
rules than the previous methods. Furthermore, we evaluate our proposed technique using existing
machine learning algorithms such using the Weka toolkit and show the improved performance of
our work as compared to previous approaches.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.0.1 Overview of Medical Data Mining
Data mining of medical records has grown into a challenging and interesting research area over
the past several years[1, 2, 3]. Medical records have been known for the diversity of measurements
ranging from auditory and visual sensations to complex recollections of traumas and stress [4].
The ability to store and access data in electronic form has led to a growth of medical records
over the years. Notwithstanding the ethical and legal issues involved in medical data access
and analysis, the knowledge discovery from medical data has been challenging due to the sheer
volume, distributed repositories of data, heterogeneity of variables, naming and unit conventions,
temporally sparse nature of variables and a large number of variables, just to name a few. Medical
data-mining has also become commercially viable over the past few years [5] and has impacted
the growth and development of the healthcare industry in a positive manner. Several diﬀerent
areas of medical diagnosis, treatment and clinical research now depend on data-mining analysis
as a core component of their tools.
In our work we deal with medical records obtained from patients who are aﬄicted with Type-1
diabetes [6], a condition in which the human pancreas produces little or no insulin allowing sugar
to enter the body cells. These patients have been given pancreatic islet cell transplants as a treat-
ment to regulate insulin production [6, 7]. Transplantation becomes essential to avoid several
complications arising from side-eﬀects of diabetes over a long period of time. However, not all
patients are subject to this procedure and only the most severe cases (when whole-organ trans-
plantation has failed) are considered for islet cell transplants [8]. Our goal is to select the most
relevant variables for predicting the outcome of islet cell transplants, and support the medical
understanding of the variable relationships that would lead to insulin-free outcome of a trans-
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plant with machine learning models. This would mean a ﬂow-like data mining framework which
would pre-process the existing transplant data (to help in further data mining analysis), perform
dimensionality reduction (to choose the most relevant variables), determine the predicted values
of diﬀerent variables and ﬁnally determine association rules which would model the interactions
between diﬀerent variables and their relationship to the insulin-free outcome on the patients.
  
Figure 1.1: Process model for a typical medical data-mining algorithm.
Our task is made diﬃcult by the fact that the outcome of these transplants on the patients
is diﬃcult to determine due to (a) the complexity of the biological models and their interactions
during such a procedure, (b) the lack of understanding of this complex procedure, (c) the large
number of variables involved in a successful transplant procedure, and (d) the high-dimensional1
and sparse nature of observable measurements involved. The data-mining algorithms developed
in this work depend equally on the sparsity and high-dimensionality of the data as they depend
1In our work, we use dimensions, attributes and variables interchangeably. Similarly, the medical records
pertaining to one patient are denoted as instances, samples or records.
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on standard relationship indicators amongst variables present in the dataset. Figure 1.1 shows
a typical process model for a medical data mining algorithm that we use in our work. From a
clinical perspective there is still a debate as to what variables represent a successful islet cell
transplant. Currently it is agreed upon that insulin reduction is one of the key variables.
We also focus on giving a reasonable degree of user interaction in the toolkit that we have
developed for this work. Our argument is that since the boundaries of acceptable insulin-free
outcome indicators are loosely deﬁned, domain experts are allowed to tune the performance
parameters until an acceptable outcome is obtained. Our particular instance of medical data
mining can be considered as an instance of some of the constraints imposed on data-mining
algorithms which rely on purely automated techniques [9]. One of the major goals is described to
keep the user (in our case, the domain expert) informed about the meaning of various parameters
and results as often as needed in order to reduce the gap between the analysis and interpretability
of results as much as possible.
This raises the question of: Should we use traditional statistical analysis for such datasets or
should we follow more advanced machine learning and data mining technqiues? To answer this
question, it is worth mentioning about a comparative study between traditional statistical analy-
sis and applications of data mining for medical datasets ﬁrst done in [50]. Here the prevalence of
asthma and other chronic respiratory diseases was studied in around 16,957 Australian children.
Here they compared their results with those obtained from a government study in [52]. In the
original government study only 14 − 16% of the children were found to be aﬀected whereas it
was 27% according to [50]. By using Kohonen’s Self Organizing Maps [12], the authors showed
a high degree of correlation between nightcough and sleep disturbance. This study showed the
inherent advantages of using data-mining and machine learning techniques as compared to pure
statistical analysis.
1.0.2 Problem Overview
In this work we motivate the need for integrating statistical and machine learning approaches
to solve problems of these types in data-mining. To further examine the need for integrating
statistical and machine learning approaches, we need to examine the commonly held viewpoints
regarding statistics and machine learning based learning approaches. Traditionally, in statistics,
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it is regarded that based on the applicability of a set of models to the problem being solved, a
particular model is chosen as a prototype. After a model has been selected, its parameters are
estimated [10]. The model is then reﬁned based on these parameters. This methodology has
proved to be quite reliable and eﬀective for data which is transparent and easily understood.
These techniques do not yield desirable results when the available data has been generated by a
complicated process (like the measurements used after islet cell transplants) and thus motivate
the need for other approaches.
Figure 1.2: High-level workﬂow diagram of SDM-Miner.
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Our main objective is to design a framework for knowledge discovery from medical records
that are characterized by sparse and high-dimensional variables. Our approach is depicted in
a high-level workﬂow diagram of SDM-Miner shown in Figure 1.2. This thesis will address the
following components of the high-level workﬂow diagram:
∙ Pre-processing: Estimate temporally sparse values and categorize variables by user-driven
or statistics-driven binning (label assignment).
∙ Dimensionality Reduction: Determine an error-bounded and rank-ordered list of dimensions
which are the most representative of the dataset.
∙ Temporal Prediction: Predict future attribute values in the dataset with a reasonably high
accuracy.
∙ Variable Relationships: Construct a set of association rules that establishes relationships
among various dimensions.
The rest of the work is organized as follows: Some background and related work is given
in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 and 6 give an overview of challenges in dealing with sparse and high
dimensional variables and a summary of the contributions in this work. Chapter 7 gives a
Formal representation of the algorithms used in SDM-Miner and Chapter 8 gives a system-level
overview of our work. Furthermore, Chapter 9 and Chapter 10 describe data-preprocessing and
dimensionality reduction process respectively. Chapter 10 gives an overview of the algorithms
used in knowledge discovery. Chapter 11 presents the experimental results on real islet-cell
transplant data as well as some synthetic datasets. Finally Chapter 12 discusses our results and
concludes the work while outlining scope for future research.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we will give a brief overview of some background and related work in medical data
mining. There have been several applications of data-mining and knowledge discovery techniques
in the medical literature. Since the data is structurally unique, several constraints are imposed
on algorithms which analyse this data, and many early techniques which relied on pure statistics
or machine learning have not focused on these constraints in much detail. However a detailed
overview of the pre-existing techniques in this domain is signiﬁcant because it helps us understand
the growth and development of research in this ﬁeld.
2.1 Statistical Techniques
Previous work in this domain has focused on speciﬁc diseases or entities, for example, coronary
artery bypass graft. Analysis of large health databases has been performed to generate statistical
models that directly predict outcomes of clinical treatment [18]. Here the authors argue that
a combinatorial explosion in terms of number of computations and number of variables under
consideration can occur under cases when non-hypothesis driven approaches are considered for
large-scale medical data analysis. Unlike earlier techniques which relied on unstructured data col-
lections, recent work has focused on using the information content of large scale patient databases
housed at medical institutions. A large proportion of analysis on clinical trials are focused on
speciﬁc diseases or drugs. For example, caesarean delivery rates [19] examined the treatment
procedures impacting the delivery rate on over 250,000 women.
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2.2 Data Mining Techniques
2.2.1 Clinical Trials
Recent research [20] has focused on using knowledge discovery and data-mining tools to resolve
some of the problems faced by using traditional statistical tools. In general, data-mining tech-
niques such as classiﬁers, decision trees and regression analysis [12] have been used on medical
datasets. Bayesian networks [21], in particular, have been used extensively for representing
probabilistic knowledge as a method for pattern recognition in medical datasets. Building on
the expected information theory, Robson [3] developed a Zeta theory which applied Bayesian
networks for a more generalized expected information theory. Association rules were found in
hospital infection control and public surveillance data by Brossette et al [22]. Chronic Hepatitis
data has been used for mining sequence patterns in [23]. Yin et al. [1] proposed a new concept
of direction-setting rules due to the large number of insigniﬁcant association rules generated
by previous methods. Some other data-mining techniques that have been used exclusively on
clinical trial data have incorporated new methods such as false discovery rate calculations by
Harrison [24]. This has been necessary because of the diﬃculties posed in discovering correlated
and coincidental patterns in high-dimensional datasets.
2.2.2 Rule-Mining and Classiﬁcation Systems
Pattern classiﬁcation systems designed for the measurement and evaluation of various biopros-
thetic valves was a subject of study in [27]. This work utilized features computed from spectra
of heart sounds. Their study evaluated diﬀerent types of features and training samples and es-
tablished that the accuracy of the system was dependent on these two factors. In [28] patterns
of interest were discovered in a limited-sized mammographic database by using association rule-
mining techniques. In [29] researchers at the University of Calgary determined developed feature
classiﬁcation for mammograms. Techniques for using clinical data sets to perform intelligent
temporal rule mining was performed by Khanna et al [44]. Other similar rule mining approaches
have focused on epidemiological information systems, computer-aided medical diagnosis and so
on. Many of the approaches focus on the reduction in the generation of a large number of rules.
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2.2.3 Fuzzy Techniques
A fuzzy approach to medical diagnosis was proposed by John et al [45] and use a concept called
as “Fuzzy Cognitive Maps” for their diagnostic tasks. In [46] a novel technique of developing an
artiﬁcial immune recognition system (AIRS) applied to ECG arrhythmia was proposed. They
developed a technique based on fuzzy weighted pre-processing.
Based on our knowledge, the existing systems and past work have yet to address the two
fundamental problems posed in our work in detail. First is how to perform knowledge discovery
from sparse and high-dimensional data sets? Second, what is the optimal conﬁguration of statis-
tical, pattern recognition and data-mining methods to extract knowledge from medical records
with the highest conﬁdence?
2.3 Applications
2.3.1 Medical Prognosis and Survivability Analysis
Medical prognosis and survivability analysis [14] have been prominently studied in the literature.
Survivability analysis is a statistical technique to model the time to failure or of an event to
occur. There are two diﬀerent kinds of patients who are modeled using survivability analysis:
censored (those who outlast the duration of patient study) and uncensored (those who die before
the study terminates). The most common techniques for use in survivability analysis are the
Kaplan-Meier method and regression models such as the Cox Proportional Hazard [15]. Burke
et al. [16] compared the 5-year predictive accuracy of various statistical models with artiﬁcial
neural networks (ANNs). This study used the Patient Care Evaluation dataset collected by
the Commission on Cancer of the American College of Surgeons. In a recent study, 5-year, 10-
year and 15-year breast cancer survivability was predicted by using artiﬁcial neural networks
and logistic regression models. Other related work in this domain include the work done by
Santos-Garcia et al. [17] to estimate cardio-respiratory morbidity.
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2.3.2 Decision Support Systems
The knowledge discovery systems have been developed primarily for supporting decision making,
for instance, the MediMap project [25]. MediMap utilizes data-mining and decision-support to
improve healthcare knowledge management. The project was designed for community health care
management. This was a two-phase project where both data-mining and decision support was
used to plan the development of public health services. Other related work in this category include
clinical data warehouses (CDW), which are used for complex data computations. One example
of a CDW is a system built by [26] for treatment of diabetes. Data mining techniques were
also used to mine adverse-event databases [42] speciﬁcally monitoring the eﬀects of adverse-drug
reactions. Study of knowledge discovery from a Veterans Administration Healthcare Information
System was explored by Kraft et al [43].
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Chapter 3
Challenges and Approaches
This thesis will address four components of the workﬂow. All components have to overcome
basic challenges related to (a)Data Representation, (b) Quantifying Algorithm Performance and
(d) Complex Multi-Attribute Relationships. One of the key challenges lies in the fact that
the traditional statistical analyses [12] are ineﬀective for sparse and high-dimensional variables
due to several reasons. First, statistical techniques cannot model well non-linear relationships
among dimensions. In statistics, there are several theories which model the linear relationships
among diﬀerent variables in a population. One example would be to calculate the mean of a
population. On the contrary, in medical data clear linear relationships are absent and thus non-
linear hypothesis relationships need to be obtained. For example ﬁnding out the age, weight and
body height for high cancer risks amongst patients. Popular techniques in medical data mining
which use non-linear hypothesis testing include neural networks, Kohonen self-organizing maps
and so on [13]. Second, sparse sets of samples of a noisy variable do not provide statistically
reliable estimates for analysis. The sparse nature of the data set also makes it diﬃcult to ﬁt a
particular model to the dataset. Finally, establishing relevance or irrelevance of a variable using
statistical techniques is diﬃcult when dealing with sparse and high-dimensional variables.
3.1 Data Representation
Another challenge which is a common feature of of medical datasets is their heterogeneity [4].
Some of the aspects which contribute to the heterogeneity of data include the diﬀerent forms
of medical data representation. For example, data obtained from medical imaging is diﬃcult to
process. Other factors contributing to the challenges in processing medical data include their
sheer volume and lack of proper mathematical characterization. There is also no standard form
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of representation of medical data and various metrics and measures may not be characterized in
a uniform manner. Sometimes patient records are private and are not available to everyone by
default. A privacy-preserving approach to mining these patient records needs to be followed to
prevent ethical and legal issues from being raised as a result of this data analysis.
In addition to these issues, medical data mining is a challenging process because of the
following characteristics of medical data:
1. Organization of data
2. Diﬀerent units and terminology
3. Naming conventions (like date/time)
4. Diﬀerent protocols (procedures) to generate values for a variable
5. Granularity of information
6. Uncertainty of variable measurements
7. Policies for editing data
3.2 Quantifying Algorithm Performance
3.2.1 Metric Selection
Another challenge arises when modeling accuracy of variable predictions has to be quantiﬁed.
Some key metrics for measuring the preciseness of a medical diagnosis (like the impact of islet
cell transplants) are sensitivity, speciﬁcity and accuracy of test results [4].
3.2.2 Metric Value Interpretation
However, the metrics reporting modeling accuracy could also be misleading. For example, one
would generate a set of association rules [12] and all three metrics would have low values because
of the sparse and noisy nature of a dataset. There would be instances when a test is positive
but it is not detected as such due to the skewed, irregular and sparse distribution of the dataset,
and vice-versa. To address this challenge, there is a need to review the quality and sanity of
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association rules generated. Clearly algorithms which generate a large number of association
rules involving many dimensions are not useful since they are diﬃcult to interpret and to be
validated by domain experts like doctors.
3.3 Complex Multi-Attribute Relationships
Yet another challenge is that instances of diseases are aﬀected by the order in which they are
linked to other episodes or events. This is called as “episodic data mining” [30]. The use of
techniques which do not take these factors into account is not recommended as they do give an
accurate model of patient health. Among several data-mining techniques mentioned as useful for
medical knowledge discovery include anomaly detection [31], diﬀerence detection and so on.
In most medical datasets, relationships amongst attributes are complex and sometimes no
clear pattern can be obtained by just observing the datasets. The attributes sometimes have
multi-level concept hierarchies which require the expansion and application of the attribute do-
main at each level. Some related work in this domain focused on deriving multi-level association
rules [32]. We also found that the patient datasets obtained for our experimentation are not
standardized in organizations, and records are generally entered ad-hoc by nurses and doctors.
As a result of this, many patient records are empty. Patient measurements are not taken at the
same time of the day for all patients (or in the same day and in the same sequence). This poses
additional challenges in integration and analysis.
Now we give examples to show some of the important problems present in analysing sparse,
high-dimensional medical data. The ﬁrst problem is in handling the curse of dimensionality
and the second is in the application of some standard machine learning techniques to discover
knowledge from this data.
For privacy and security reasons, we will not publish the contents of the islet cell transplant
dataset, but rather focus on a small subset which would be enough to demonstrate this example.
Table 3.1 shows a small islet cell transplant dataset consisting of insulin measurements at diﬀerent
days for 2 patients. Figure 3.1 gives a visual representation of this data packed into 9 bins.
Table 3.2 extends Table 3.1 by showing measurements of Glycemic Index in addition to insulin
measurements. Figure 3.2 gives a visual representation of this data packed into 36 bins. Note
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Figure 3.1: 2-dimensional data.
that in Figure 3.2 the number of data points in each bin has reduced, and the data in sparser.
As the number of dimensions increases, usual distance measures become meaningless[12].
In statistical analysis, we assume linear and/or nonlinear relationships among dimensions in
a dataset. A linear relationship among dimensions is explored by testing hypotheses and by mea-
suring correlation and association of variables with the use of inferential statistical test. Typical
tests include single sample t-test and single sample chi-square test. By using one of the statistical
tests it can be shown that the underlying data does not conform to the linear assumption because
of sparse, and high dimensional samples. Further, purely non-linear relationships amongst the
dimensions also does not hold true, and we demonstrate this visually with the help of Kohonen’s
Self Organizing Maps [12], a popular technique used in artiﬁcial neural networks. Assume a
sample table with a subset of islet cell transplant data as in Table 3.3. For training the Kohonen
maps1, we used 100 neurons and iterated 20 times. The visualization given by the Kohonen Maps
is shown in Figure 3.3. Two classes 푋푌 푍 and 퐴퐵퐶 from Table 3.3 are shown to be distributed
unevenly and thus no clear patterns emerge using this technique.
We believe that these challenges can be approached by (a) consolidating data using pre-
1We used Bashir Magomedov’s implementation from http://www.codeproject.com/KB/recipes/sofm.aspx
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Table 3.1: Islet cell transplant dataset with Insulin measurements
PatientID Measurement Day Insulin (IU/ml)
XYZ 50 9
XYZ 60 8
XYZ 60 7
XYZ 50 6
ABC 50 11
ABC 60 12
ABC 70 11
ABC 67 8
ABC 81 8
Table 3.2: Islet cell transplant dataset with Glycemic Index and Insulin measurements
PatientID Measurement Day Insulin (IU/ml) Glycemic Index
XYZ 50 9 53
XYZ 60 8 50
XYZ 60 7 56
XYZ 50 6 67
ABC 50 11 54
ABC 60 12 72
ABC 70 11 78
ABC 67 8 77
ABC 81 8 65
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Figure 3.2: 3-dimensional data.
processing and (b) integrating statistical and data-mining techniques for knowledge discovery
and (c)by providing an exploratory framework for incorporating tacit knowledge of medical ex-
perts into analysis and experimentation. Knowledge can be gained in an eﬀective manner by
integrating traditional statistical analysis tools with more sophisticated data-mining, pattern
recognition and machine-learning approaches. The integration enables to explore linear and non-
linear relationships during variable selection and modeling, and to exploit information present
in dense and sparse samples of variables in order to build a comprehensive knowledge discovery
framework for analyzing medical records. We have developed a systematic approach which con-
sists of a ﬂow of operations maximizing the reliability of knowledge discovery. The systematic
approach involves the predictive power of data-mining techniques and statistical error analysis,
the compression provided by dimensionality reduction along with the tacit knowledge of domain
experts which verify the sanity of the discovered knowledge in our medical diagnosis.
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Figure 3.3: Visualization using Kohonen’s Self Organizing Maps.
Table 3.3: Islet cell transplant dataset with Glycemic Index, Insulin measurements
PatientID Measurement Day Insulin (IU/ml) Glycemic Index
XYZ 50 9 53
XYZ 52 10 44
XYZ 54 7 54
XYZ 56 8 60
XYZ 58 9 62
XYZ 59 6 65
XYZ 59 7 56
XYZ 60 6 67
ABC 64 11 34
ABC 66 12 42
ABC 70 11 28
ABC 72 8 77
ABC 81 8 65
ABC 50 11 54
ABC 60 12 72
ABC 70 11 78
ABC 67 8 77
ABC 81 8 65
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Chapter 4
Contributions
  
Figure 4.1: Contributions in this work.
Our main contributions (Figure 4.1) lie in (a) integrating statistical and data-mining tech-
niques to perform several tasks enumerated in this chapter, (b) designing a methodology for
dealing with sparse and high-dimensional medical records by estimation and conﬁdence analysis
and (c)creating an exploratory framework for medical diagnosis.
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4.1 Data Pre-Processing
The main objective of this step is to estimate temporally sparse attribute values with high
conﬁdence given the entire measurement history of a medical patient. Usually, techniques to
handle missing or temporally sparse values make three kinds of assumptions [33]: missing at
random (MAR) [12], missing completely at random (MCAR) [12] and multiple imputation (MI)
[34]. The MAR assumption says that the probability that a medical attribute of a patient
is missing is independent of the value of that attribute itself. This means the probability of
a particular medical attribute to be missing is independent of diﬀerent attribute values given
that all other attributes are controlled. When the probability of a missing measurement does
not depend on other factors such as patient measurements during diﬀerent intervals, then the
phenomenon is called as MCAR. In many cases, MCAR is considered to be a subset of MAR.
In [34]’s seminal work, a Monte Carlo approach [35] was used to ﬁll up missing values with
simulated values. In [34],Rubin analysed the results by standard methods and combined them
to produce estimated values. Recently, techniques such as Collateral Missing Values Imputation
(CMVE) [36] have become popular in that they use multiple covariance matrices for estimating
missing values. Originally the CMVE algorithm was applied on gene microarray data. In our
work, we extend this algorithm and adapt it to the islet cell measurements. To sum up, the main
contributions of our estimation algorithm are: (a) ability to handle it both positive and negative
correlations in the dataset, (b) maintain a computationally low-order algorithm which is robust
to outliers and skewed data and ﬁnally (c) handles extremely sparse attributes well.
4.2 Dimensionality Reduction
Typically for large datasets and a correspondingly large number of dimensions, the “curse of
dimensionality” [12] occurs as a result of which there is a rapid explosion in the amount of pro-
cessing. Due to the large number of variables, the search space becomes very large leading to
huge processing requirements. In this component, we compress and select a sub-set of attributes
to reduce dimensionality of the ﬁnal data-driven models. The islet cell transplant dataset that
we have consists of a lot of dimensions, and any data mining algorithm run on this would have
to endure a lot of processing and memory overhead. To circumvent this, we select a subset of
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the attributes using the dimensionality reduction algorithm [37] which can then be used for fur-
ther knowledge discovery. Dimensionality reduction is a problem widely studied in the machine
learning literature and can be applied to both discrete and continuous variables. Dimensionality
reduction could be achieved by either feature selection or feature extraction or both. Feature
selection involves ﬁnding a subset of the original set of variables and feature extraction involves
a mapping of the high-dimensional space into low-dimensional manifold. The algorithm designed
in this work performs both feature selection as well as feature extraction. Dimensionality reduc-
tion by feature extraction consists of linear and non-linear transforms. In our work we provide
an error-bounded compression with a mapping into a low dimensional manifold space with a
minimal loss of accuracy and performance. In summary, the main contributions of our dimen-
sionality reduction algorithm are: (a) ability to deliver error-bounded compression of attributes,
(b) mapping of dimensions into a low dimensional manifold space with minimal loss of accuracy
and (c) the ability to handle attributes with sparse values.
  
Figure 4.2: A high-level overview of the prediction algorithm.
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4.3 Prediction
The knowledge discovery process is the prediction of future values of a medical patient based
on prior knowledge of measurement history. Based on a prior set of patient measurements from
a start date to end date in the medical history of the patient, a set of predicted values for
future measurement dates are obtained by using a probabilistic bayesian-like algorithm called
SDM-Prediction. Usually approaches like Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian prediction
[12] are popular in statistics for estimating values. In Bayesian techniques, given an observation
푋 = 푥표푏푠 we can calculate the probability 푃푟(푋 = 푥∣푋 = 푥표푏푠) using a summary statistic from
a posterior distribution. We modify and adapt the bayesian approach to handle the sparsity of
the dataset that we have studied. In particular we focus on the the fact that the dataset does
not have an underlying statistical model [41]. Here an alternative ‘approximate’ model is used
in place of the original statistical model. This concept is extended by allowing us to choose the
prior distribution based on the attribute ranking from the dimensionality reduction algorithm.
In summary, the main contributions of our predictio algorithm are: (a) an exploratory framework
for the user to help predict the attribute values based on prior knowledge, (b) ability to choose
the number of dimensions to predict and (c) deliver predicted values with minimal error.
4.4 Variable Relationships
In association rule-mining (more speciﬁcally association-classiﬁcation rules) we discover associ-
ation rules that explore temporal relationships among measured attributes with high precision,
conﬁdence and quantiﬁable uncertainty1. Association rules satisfy minimum support and con-
ﬁdence values. An association rule is of the form 퐴 ⇔ 퐵 are conjunctions of attribute-value
pairs [12]. Our goal is to ﬁnd all possible rules which satisfy minimum conﬁdence and support
threshold. Rather than mining traditional association rules which yield many unnecessary rules,
we focus on developing classiﬁcation-association rules following the work of [38]. Classiﬁcation
rule-mining is similar to association rule-mining except that the target class is known in the
former. The combination technique is called as Class-association rules (CAR) ﬁrst proposed by
1Because of the estimation of temporally sparse values, some of the attribute instances are not ‘measured’ but
are actually ‘estimated’. Association rule-discovery on ‘estimated’ instances may or may reﬂect the true nature
of relationships among attributes in the dataset.
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Figure 4.3: Steps involved in a generating classiﬁcation-association rules.
Liu et al [38] who adapted the popular Apriori algorithm [39] in their work. This work was
improved in [40] by reducing memory consumption and time complexity. Other contributions
included feature subset selection and removing irrelevant itemsets. In our proposed algorithm, we
take the input from the dimensionality reduction step and categorize the continuous attributes
either by statistical means or by manual methods, and then apply the association rule mining
and classiﬁcation techniques to generate a series of “IF-THEN” rules.
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Chapter 5
Theoretical Framework
In this chapter we will describe the representation of medical datasets, and the terms, deﬁnitions
and a set of notations that we use to outline the algorithms in this work. After introducing
the mathematical notation, the subsections follow the data ﬂow illustrated in Figure 1.2. We
precisely deﬁne the data space, the notations used while transforming data, the notations while
obtaining intermediate processing results and the calculation of distance and similarity measures.
Figure 5.1: Structure of a typical record.
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5.1 Record Structure
The medical dataset consists of records 퐷푖 with 푛 variables over a set of time instances 푡푗 .
The initial data sets contain only numerical values of measurements. A typical record in the
dataset is of the form as shown in Figure 5.1a. This data structure can also be represented as a
multidimensional data cube as shown in Figure 5.1b. A record day could be relative or absolute.
Relative records are preferred for conﬁdentiality and for comparison purposes.
5.2 Preliminaries
퐷푖 is considered to be an 푖-incomplete set of data points in an 푛-dimensional space. The initial
set of points is 푖-incomplete because there are 푖 records with temporally sparse data points. The
records are in increasing order of record day, and are typically indexed by < 푅푖, 푃푖 > where
푅 is the Record Day and 푃 is the patient ID. Each 푅푖 is a set of time instances 푡푖푗 where 푗
represents an entry at a particular time of the day for record 푖. For processing purposes, each
푅푖푗 is considered independent of its set 푅푖. Thus 퐷푖 can be considered to be a matrix of data
points. Furthermore, the 푖-incomplete set of Data points are transformed to 푘-complete set of
points after data preprocessing phase. The matrix 퐷푘 is then processed using dimensionality
reduction to get 퐷푘푖 , a set of points in the transformed space. During the data preprocessing
phase, we use several statistical measures like covariance for the entire data matrix 퐷푖 to obtain
a Covariance matrix 퐶 where each row has a value 퐶표푣(퐷푖,푖+1) given by equation 5.1 below.
퐶표푣(퐷푖, 퐷푖+1) = 퐸[(퐷푖 − 휇푖)(퐷푗 − 휇푗)))] (5.1)
Now, we use the data matrix 퐷푖 to compute rank-approximations for dimensionality reduction
purposes later. Here 푑푖 and 푑푗 are assumed to be individual row vectors and 푑
푇
푗 represents
the transpose of row vector 푑푗 . Matrices 퐷1...퐷푛 are obtained in the intermediate steps while
computing rank-one approximations in the dimensionality reduction process. In dimensionality
reduction, we also provide a way to cluster and compress and for this we use a error measure
to represent the error in the computation of a similarity distance between two intermediate
row vectors. This measure is called as 퐸푟푟(퐷) and is used to minimize mean squared error in
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computation. More speciﬁcally, the value 퐸푟푟(퐷푖, 퐷푗) between two row vectors 퐷푖 and 퐷푗 is
given by Equation 5.2.
퐸푟푟(퐷푖, 퐷푗) = ∣∣퐷푖 −퐷푗 ∣∣2 (5.2)
In 5.2.1 we give a deﬁnition for the presence of an bounded-error transformation in the
matrix space 퐷푖. This also deﬁnes an error-bounded row vector of the data matrix, and the
computation of a similarity distance between any two row vectors. Lemma 5.2.1 shows that an
error-bounded row vector and transformation from Deﬁnition 5.2.1 is guaranteed to occur. To
measure the usefulness of the matrices decomposed by the error-bounded function, we use the
Hamming Distance metric [47]. In Lemma 5.2.2, we state that the Hamming Distance of the
rank-one approximated matrix of data matrix 퐷푖 is rank-sorted in increasing order. Deﬁnition
5.2.2 deﬁnes the Hamming Distance between two row vectors 푑푖 and 푑푗 . We also deﬁne the
Hamming Radius of a set of row vectors centered around a particular row vector in Deﬁnition
5.2.3. This Hamming Radius is used in the dimensionality reduction algorithms to decide the
stopping criterion and for determining whether to partition the intermediate matrices further.
The stopping criterion is adapted from [47].
Deﬁnition 5.2.1. Let 푅퐷푖 = {푅푑1 , 푅푑2 , ..., 푅푑푛} be a set of row vectors in the data matrix space
퐷푖. Then let 푓 : 퐷푖 → ℜ푘. We call 푓 an error-bounded transformation if ∀푖, 푗 = {1, 2..., 푛} :
퐸푟푟(푅푑푖 , 푅푑푗 ) =
∣∣∣푅푑푖 −푅푑푗 ∣∣∣2, where ∣∣∣푅푑푖 −푅푑푗 ∣∣∣2 is the mean squared error function for which
there exists a bounded solution deﬁned as the minima 푀(푅푑푖) = ∣푅푑푖 ∣2 +
∣∣푅푑푗 ∣∣2 − 2 ∣푅푑푖 ∣ ∣∣푅푑푗 ∣∣.
Deﬁnition 5.2.2. The Hamming Distance between two row vectors 푑푖 and 푑푗 is deﬁned as
퐻(푑푖, 푑푗) =
∣푑푖1×푛⊕푑푗1×푚 ∣
푁 , where 푁 =
⎧⎨⎩푛 if 푛 > 푚푚 otherwise
Deﬁnition 5.2.3. Given a set of rank-ordered row vectors 푅퐷푖 = {푅푑1 , 푅푑2 , ..., 푅푑푛} in the data
matrix space 퐷푖 and a row vector 푥, the Hamming Radius of 푅퐷푖 centered around 푥 is given by:
∀푖 = {1, 2, ..., 푛}, 퐻푟(푅푑푖 , 푥) = max 퐻(푅푑푖 , 푥).
Lemma 5.2.1. Let 푅푣 be a set of row vectors in a data matrix space 퐷푖. Then there exists 푘
such that the function 푓 : 퐷푖 → ℜ푘 is a error-bounded transformation.
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Lemma 5.2.2. Let 푅퐷푖 = {푅푑1 , 푅푑2 , ..., 푅푑푛} be a set of rank-ordered row vectors in the data ma-
trix space 퐷푖. Then let 푓 : 퐷푖 → ℜ푘 be an error-bounded transformation. Let 퐻(푓(푅푑푖 , 푅푑푖+1)) be
the Hamming Distance of 푓(푅푑푖 , 푅푑푖+1). Then the following holds true: ∀푅푑푖 ∈ 퐷푖 : 퐻(푓(푅푑푖 , 푅푑푖+1)) <
퐻(푓(푅푑푖 , 푅푑푖+푘)) where 푘 > 1.
Furthermore, matrix decomposition (in dimensionality reduction) is deﬁned to be a graph
partitioning algorithm as shown in Deﬁnition 5.2.4. The original graph partitioning problem was
to minimize the number of diﬀerent edges connecting diﬀerent vertices of a 푘-partitioned graph.
In our case, the goal is to develop a partitioning scheme which divides the data matrix into a
balanced set of partitions where each leaf node consists of a set of overlapping row vectors.
Deﬁnition 5.2.4. Given a Graph 퐺(푉,퐸) where each 푉푖 represents a row vector, the goal is to
partition 푉 into 푘 subsets 푉1, 푉2, ..., 푉푘 such that 푉푖 ∩ 푉푗 = ∅ for 푖 ∕= 푗 and the number of edges
of 푉 belonging to diﬀerent subsets is minimized.
Now a regression estimate is computed in the preprocessing step and this is used to ﬁll up
the 푖-incomplete data matrix 퐷푖 to give a 푘-complete data matrix 퐷푘푖 . Here, given row vector
푑푖, the estimate over row vector 푑푗 is given by Deﬁnition 5.2.5.
Deﬁnition 5.2.5. 푑푖 = 푑¯− 휃푑푗푑푖휃푑푖푑푖 (푑푗 − 푑¯푗)
2
, where 휃 is an error term. In this regression model,
we use parameters 휏1 and 휏1 as 훼 = 푑¯−휏2푑푗 and 휏2 = 휃푑푗푑푖휃푑푖푑푖 . From [36], 휃푑푗푑푖 =
1
(푛−1)
∑푛
푗=1(푑푗−
푑¯푗)(푑푖 − 푑¯푖).
The dimensionality reduction algorithm uses a modiﬁed semi-discrete decomposition scheme
[48] which uses a matrix transformation approach and reduces the computational complexity of
the intermediate matrices generated as compared to the original scheme. Deﬁnition 5.2.6 shows
the typical matrix operations present in a modiﬁed semi-discrete decomposition scheme.
Deﬁnition 5.2.6. The decomposition of data matrix 퐷푖 = {푑1, 푑2, ..., 푑푘} is given by 퐷푖푘 =∑푘
푖=1 푑푖푤푖푣
푇 . Here 푤 is a row vector with entries from the set {퐻(푑1, 푑2), 퐻(푑2, 푑3), ...,퐻(푑푘−1, 푑푘)}
from Deﬁnition 5.2.2. Also 푑푖 is a set of positive scalars as in the original semi-discrete decom-
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position scheme and 푣 is a column vector represented as
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
퐻(푑1, 푑2)
퐻(푑2, 푑3)
.
.
.
퐻(푑푘−1, 푑푘)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Lemma 5.2.3 states the optimal solution to the modiﬁed semi-discrete decomposition problem
as a greedy approximation. This is further improved as a ‘growing greedy algorithm’ [49] later
on in this thesis.
Lemma 5.2.3. From Deﬁnition 5.2.6 and from [48], the decomposition of data matrix 퐷푖, 퐷푖푘
be the decomposition upto the 푘-th term. 푆푡 is the residual at the 푡th step and is denoted as
푆푡 = 퐷푡푘 −퐷푡−1푘 . The solution to ﬁnding out the contents of 퐷푖푘 is in ﬁnding the minima of
the error-bound deﬁned in Deﬁnition 5.2.1.
5.3 Function-Monotonicity and Rule Measures
We develop an algorithm to mine classiﬁcation association rules (or CAR) later on in the thesis.
In this the main operation is to ﬁnd out all rule items above a minimum support. The formal
deﬁnition of CAR is given in Deﬁnition 5.3.1.
Deﬁnition 5.3.1. From [38], the set of all items 퐼 in the transformed data matrix space 퐷푖푘
with a set of class labels 퐶 consists of a row vector 푑푖 ∈ 퐷푖푘 containing 푥 ⊆ 퐼 if 푥 ⊆ 푑푖. A CAR
is of the form 푥 → 푦, where 푦 is a target row vector and 푥 ⊆ 퐼 and 푦 ∈ 푌 . A rule 퐷푖푘 is of
conﬁdence 푐 if 푐 number of cases in 퐷푖푘 satisfy 푦.
We now deﬁne some of the measures used in CAR and give a description of the monotone (or
anti-monotone) properties of the rules generated. Deﬁnition 5.3.2 describes the monotonicity [12]
of a function generated in CAR and the deﬁnitions of support and conﬁdence while generating
rules.
Deﬁnition 5.3.2. Let 푧 be an element of the set of rules 퐶 for data matrix 푑푖푘 . Let 푓 : 퐶 → ℜ
be a function associated with 퐶 such that it is a real function. Then let < be an ordering relation
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on 푓 . For any 푧푖, 푧푗 ∈ 퐶, 푧푖 > 푧푗 implies that:
푁 =
⎧⎨⎩푓(푧푖) > 푓(푧푗) f is monotonic on C푓(푧푖) < 푓(푧푗) otherwise
The support of a property 훿 belonging to 퐶 is the number of objects in 퐶 having property
훿. Similarily the support of a rule 훿 → 훾 in 퐶 is the number of objects in 퐶 having properties 훾
and 훿. Conﬁdence of a rule 훿 → 훾 is given by Support (훿→훾)Support (훿) . Now based on this description we
give a property of Conﬁdence.
Property. Given Conﬁdence of a rule 훿 → 훾 as Support (훿→훾)Support (훿) . Then from [12], Support (훿) is
always > 0.
The objective here is to ﬁnd the items in rules that are above a minimum support count.
This is represented as a set of items along with the class label that represents those set of items
and is given by: < 푖푡푒푚푠, 푐 > where 푐 is the class label. The items above a minimum support
are frequent and the others are infrequent.
5.4 Bayes Theorem and Data Partitioning
Given 퐷푖푘 = {푑1, 푑2, 푑3, ..., 푑푘} be a set of row vectors in a 푘-complete data matrix. From [41], if
an underlying data model 푔(푑푖∣휂) represents this data matrix, then the joint probability density
of 퐷푖푘 is given by Equation (5.3). Instead of using a ﬁxed data model, we assume an approximate
kernel mixture [41] based on a subset of the data matrix.
푝(퐷푖푘) =
∫ 푘∏
푖=1
푔(푑푖∣휂)푝(휂)푑휂 (5.3)
Also by Bayes Theorem [12], the posterior distribution of 휂 given 퐷푖푘 is shown by Equation
(5.4).
푝(휂∣퐷푖푘) = 푝(휂∣푑1, 푑2, 푑3...푑푘)푝(휂)
푘∏
푖=1
푔(푑푖∣휂) (5.4)
Given 퐷푖푘 , 휂 and prior 휖, 푝(휂∣퐷푖푘 , 휖) can be represented as:
푝(휂∣퐷푖푘 , 휖) =
푝(휂∣휖)푝(퐷푖푘 ∣휂, 휖)
푝(퐷푖푘 ∣휖)
(5.5)
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To avoid overﬁtting the training data in our prediction algorithm, we partition the data
matrix 퐷푖푘 as {푑푖1 , 푑푖2 , 푑푖3 ...푑푖푣 , 푑
′
1, ..., 푑
′
푣} where 푑푖푣 consists of row vectors chosen as part of the
partitioned data matrix and 푑
′
푖 consists of the row vectors which are not chosen. Chapter 10
gives a more detailed overview of the partitioning algorithm.
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Chapter 6
Data Preprocessing
  
Figure 6.1: List of missing values estimation methods.
6.1 Overview of Current Techniques
To handle missing data there are techniques[12] which simply replace those missing values by
zero, or by the mean/median of the dimension. Another technique is to completely ignore the
missing values. To improve the performance of statistical machine learning and data mining
algorithms it becomes clear that we have to reduce the prediction error while estimating missing
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values. Since our dataset is temporally sparse in a high-dimensional space, it becomes an even
more challenging task. Figure 6.1 shows a partial listing of the current techniques in estimating
missing values. Ever since multiple imputations of missing values were published by Rubin[34],
it has become increasingly clear that those methods would fail to work on datasets where there
are multiple random missing values for diﬀerent covariates.
  
Figure 6.2: List of models built based on missing value estimation methods.
Among the techniques listed in Figure 6.1, the most common attribute method is the simplest
one. In this technique, the missing value is replaced by the most commonly occurring value in
that particular dimension. The next technique is to select the most commonly occurring value
within a particular concept. A concept here is deﬁned as all possible examples with the same
value of the decision. The next technique is to use 퐶4.5 decision classiﬁers [12],and uses a method
of splitting the record with missing values by spreading to all possible concepts using entropy.
the next technique is to use all possible values of that particular dimension to ﬁll up the missing
value. Finally we can ignore the missing values completely but if the dataset is very sparse then
there would be huge variations in the results of statistical machine learning algorithms on the
dataset.
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Figure 6.3: The hashed table of missing values.
Algorithm SDM-Estimate Hashing Algorithm
input: An 푖-incomplete set of data points as row vectors in matrix 퐷푖 = {푑1, 푑2, 푑3, ..., 푑푛} in an 푛
dimensional space 푆. Also given an empty index structure 퐻 of size 푖. Given hashing function HASH
and r as hashed value. output: A complete index structure 퐻
begin
1. 푟 = HASH(푖, 푛)
2. Repeat the following while ( (퐻[푟] is occupied) and ( 퐻[푟].푖 ∕= 푖))
3. 푟 = (푟 + 1) modulo 푛
4. if (퐻[푟] is occupied)
5. flag =1
6. End if
7. End While
8. if (flag =1)
9. 퐻[푟] = 푗
10. End if
end
Figure 6.4: SDM-Estimate hashing algorithm
Apart from the techniques mentioned above, there are a few other algorithms which attempt
to predict missing values using machine learning. The ﬁrst is 푘 −푁푁 algorithm[12] which tries
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to estimate missing values by ﬁlling them with values similar to the missing value. The similarity
measure is given by the Euclidean distance metric. However it cannot handle sparse data well as
the presence of outliers may not be easily detected by the algorithm. The next technique is by
using PCA-based estimation [53]. The main advantage of this technique is that the computation
complexity of the algorithm is 푂(푚푛) but speed is not considered as a very important criteria in
missing value estimation.
Figure 6.2 shows a list of machine learning models which are applied on the dataset based
on the techniques for handling missing values [54]. In the basic model, the missing values are
ignored completely. In the second model, bayesian classiﬁers are used to build a model and to
ﬁll up all missing values. In the third technique, bayesian techniques are used for estimation but
values obtained in prior iterations are not used for estimation purposes in the current iteration.
In the bayesian estimation technique with information gain, only the ﬁrst iteration is used as
training subset and ﬁnally the naive bayes classiﬁer is used as the ﬁfth model. The authors found
out that the bayesian techniques based on information gain would achieve the best performance
for large datasets without any signiﬁcant overhead and costs.
6.2 SDM-Estimate Algorithm
This algorithm is inspired by [36] where the authors developed a multiple covariance matrix based
imputation algorithm for estimating missing values in gene microarray data. SDM-Estimate
predominantly makes uses of the covariance measure as it handles both positive and negative
correlation.
A list of missing values in each vector is kept in a hash table as shown in Figure 6.3. This
hash table consists of indices ordered by rows, and buckets ordered by columns with each bucket
containing a value denoting the column number of the missing value in that vector. The hashing
algorithm is shown in Figure 6.4. We use a chaining hash mechanism with linear probing and
single-slot stepping. In our hashing algorithm, we search for an empty slot by iterating through
the index using the HASH function and continue till a slot is found. If an empty slot is not found
we enlarge the index 퐻 by 푛+퐾 where 퐾 is each unsuccessful iteration.
In case of a collision at position 푟 we add the current missing value to the end of the (key,value)
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pair at 푟 as a linked list. Let the row vector of the missing value be 퐻푖푗 (from the hash table).
To locate a missing value from this index, Figure 6.5 shows the LOCATE algorithm. For an 푛-
dimensional data matrix 퐷푖 = {푑1, 푑2, ...푑푛}, the covariance of each row vector 푑푖 with respect to
the 푑푚-the row vector represented by 퐻푖푗 , is given by Deﬁnition 5.1. Accordingly it is computed
for all row vectors in data matrix 퐷푖. The covariance is stored in 퐶 and is ranked in ascending
order.
Algorithm LOCATE algorithm
input: An 푖-incomplete set of data points as row vectors in matrix 퐷푖 = {푑1, 푑2, 푑3, ..., 푑푛} in an 푛
dimensional space 푆. Also given a complete index structure 퐻 of size 푖. Given hashing function HASH
and r as hashed value
output: Position 푥 of next missing value in 퐻
begin
1. 푟 = HASH(푖, 푛)
2. Repeat the following while ( (퐻[푟] is occupied) and ( 퐻[푟].푖 ∕= 푖))
3. 푟 = (푟 + 1) modulo 푛
4. if (퐻[푟] is occupied)
5. flag =1
6. End if
7. End While
8. if (flag =1)
9. 푥 = 푟
10. Return 푥
11. End if
end
Figure 6.5: LOCATE algorithm
The row vector 퐷푘 corresponding to the topmost index of the covariance matrix 퐶 (or 퐶0) is
used to compute 휇1, 휇2, 휇3 and 휇4 in Equations (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) respectively.
휇1 = 휏1 + 휏2 ⋅퐷푘 + 휏3 ⋅퐷푘+1 (6.1)
Here a least-squares regression method is used to estimate 휇1 and the values of 휏1 and 휏2 are
speciﬁed in Deﬁnition 5.2.5. From [36], 휏3 is used to reduce the error in the computation of 휇1
and is considered as an “error term”.
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휇2 =
∑푘
푖=1 휇+ 휂 −
∑푘
푖=1 휅
2
휂
(6.2)
휇3 =
∑푘
푖=1(휇
푇 × TEMP)
푘
(6.3)
Algorithm SDM-Estimate
input: An 푖-incomplete set of data points in matrix 퐷푖 = {푑1, 푑2, 푑3, ..., 푑푛} in an 푛 dimensional space 푆.
Also given hash index 퐻.
output: 퐾-complete set of data points 퐷퐾 in 푆
begin
1. Set 퐾 = 0
2. Repeat while 푘 < 푛 // 푘 is the index of the current row vector
3. Repeat while LOCATE(퐻[푖] ∕= −1)
4. set TEMP = 푑푖푗 // Here TEMP shows the row vector (with index 푖) for a missing value 푗
5. End While
6. Calculate covariance (using Definition 5.1 of 푑푘 and TEMP as 퐶표푣(푑푘,TEMP )
7. l=0 // l is the index of the covariance array
8. Repeat while (푙 < 푛)
9. Store 퐶푙 = 퐶표푣(푑푘,TEMP )
10. Rank 퐷푖 based on 퐶푙
11. 푙 = 푙 + 1
12. End While
13. Select 퐷푘 corresponding to 퐶0
14. Use 퐷푘 to compute 휇1
15. Calculate 휇2, 휇3 and 휇4
16. Use 훾 = 푇1 ⋅ 휇1 + 푇2 ⋅ 휇2 + 푇3 ⋅ 휇3 + 푇4 ⋅ 휇4 as calculated missing value for 푑푖푗
17. Update 푑푖푗
18. 퐾 = 퐾 + 1
19. End while
end
Figure 6.6: SDM-Estimate algorithm for estimating temporally sparse values
휇4 =
∑푘
푖=1(휇
푇 ⋅ 휅)
휇2
(6.4)
휏3, 휇, 휂 = 푚푖푛(휅) (6.5)
Here 휂 and 휇 are the normal residual and actual residual respectively. The objective function
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in Equation (6.5) minimizes the prediction error 휅 using non negative least squares estimation
technique[55]. According to [55], this problem can be solved by iterations which always converge
and terminate. The iterations may take a long time to converge but the ﬁnal solution is “fairly
good”. Algorithms for non negative least squares estimation can be divided into two types of
approaches: active set and iterative approaches.
We follow an iterative approach [56] where the current solution is updated with the help of
projected gradient methods where the update takes place towards the steepest descent. The
projected gradient approach used to minimize the objective function in Equation (6.6) for the
non negative least squares estimation technique. Finally the missing value estimate is given by
훾 in Equation (6.7).
푚푖푛∣ ∣퐷푖 −퐷푘∣∣2 s.t.each 푑푖푗 ∈ 퐷푖 ≥ 0 and 휅 = 퐷푖 −퐷푘 (6.6)
훾 = 휏1 ⋅ 휇1 + 휏2 ⋅ 휇2 + 휏3 ⋅ 휇3 + 휏4 ⋅ 휇4 (6.7)
Note that in our data preprocessing step we only consider the absence of attribute values,
and not the absence of attributes themselves. An additional step of standardizing the dataset
by domain experts is an important step and is currently part of ongoing research work. Another
important step of detecting outliers in data is also necessary to remove attribute values which
may skew the performance of prediction and rule-mining algorithms. This is also part of ongoing
research, and is quite a challenging problem because of the sparse nature of data.
6.3 Summary
This chapter describes the SDM-Estimate algorithm, which estimates temporally sparse values
using a combination of hashing and multiple correlation estimation techniques. An iterative
approach is followed to minimize errors in estimation.
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Chapter 7
Dimensionality Reduction
7.1 Overview
Dimensionality reduction techniques can be divided into feature extraction and feature trans-
formation techniques. Feature transformation techniques transform the original data space into
fewer dimensions by combinations of the original attributes. The main disadvantage of these
techniques is that the new features are sometimes diﬃcult to interpret in the transformed do-
main. Feature extraction techniques select only the most relevant dimensions from the dataset
which are representative of the entire dataset. Feature extraction techniques are ineﬀective when
the data points are spread out in multiple dimensions.
Dimensionality Reduction Techniques can be categorized into linear and non-linear techniques
[37]. Among the most widely used linear technique is Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [12].
PCA is also known as Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), the Karhunen-Loueve transform,
the Hotelling transform, and the empirical orthogonal function (EOF) method [58]. PCA ﬁnds
an orthogonal transformation of the original dataset that combines variables with the largest
variance in the dataset. Factor Analysis [57] is another technique that makes an assumption that
measured variables in a dataset depend on unknown and often unmeasurable factors. This helps
in reducing variables to a low-dimensional form using a factor model. Two methods of deriving
certain model parameters in the Factor Analysis technique is by Principal Factor Analysis and
by Maximum Likelihood Factor Analysis.
Another major category of techniques is by using Projection Pursuit[59]. This technique can
incorporate higher than second-order information. Projection Pursuit looks for the most inter-
esting directions in a projection index (A projection index maps from higher order dimensions to
a lower order). Yet another technique is Independent Component Analysis (ICA)[61] which looks
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for projections that are as statistically independent as possible. Among the non-linear techniques,
a useful technique is the non-linear independent component analysis [60]. Another technique is
ﬁnding Non-linear Principal Curves that run through a multivariate dataset. Multidimensional
scaling [37] is another technique which ﬁnds a matrix representation of the original dataset in a
lower dimension that preserves the proximities between the items. Kohonen self-organizing maps
[12] are yet another technique that transform a higher-dimensional dataset into a lower dimen-
sional ﬁxed lattice. Density Networks, Neural Networks and Vector Quantization Techniques [37]
are also representative non-linear techniques. The last major category of algorithms are the ones
based on genetic and evolutionary computation.
7.2 Problem Statement
The dimensionality reduction problem can be formulated as follows:
Problem 1. Given ℎ row vectors 푑1, 푑2,..., 푑ℎ from data matrix 퐷푖 in an 푛-dimensional space,
the goal is to ﬁnd 푘 row vectors 푟1, 푟2,..., 푟푘 such that the following holds true:
∀1 ≤ 푖 ≤ ℎ,∃푗 s.t. ∣퐸푟푟(푑푖 − 푟푗)∣2 ≤ 휒, where 휒 is a tight error bound, represented as a
Hamming distance metric(from Deﬁnition 5.2.2).
7.3 SDM-Reduction Algorithm
We have designed an indexing mechanism to dimensionality reduction inspired by [47] with the
following important characteristics:
∙ It discovers representative patterns in the data using a partitioning-based algorithm.
∙ It uses a multi-resolution indexing mechanism to cluster data.
∙ It preserves the distance measures in the transformed space.
∙ It provides a rank-one approximation of the original matrix using the multi-layered indexing
structure.
Following the work of [47], the DR problem can be solved by ﬁnding a discrete rank-one ap-
proximation of the input matrix formed from all medical records (one time instance per row and
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one variable per column). We represent each row vector in a multi-dimensional ring structure,
called as a “peer”. This ring structure, called as MLR-Index [62] is organized in a concentric
manner and is space-eﬃcient. The rank-one approximation is obtained by computing the Ham-
ming Radius (Deﬁnition 5.2.3) of each row vector with its neighboring row vectors (in the ring).
The minimal error computations (Deﬁnition 5.2) are then used to order the row vectors and
determine the rank-one approximation matrix.
From our previous work [62], we create the MLR-Index using a partitioning algorithm, shown
in Figure 7.3. After we partition the data using the partitioning algorithm, we develop a search
algorithm [12] to ﬁnd out the row vectors most similar to the current row vector. To develop the
concentric ring based index structure we use a representative row vector called as a “search node”,
which keeps track of 푂(푙표푔푁) row vectors. The concentric rings are of exponentially increasing
radii. In Deﬁnition 7.3.1(from [62]), we describe the structure of the multi-dimensional index.
Deﬁnition 7.3.1. Deﬁne 푉 to be a high-dimensional vector space ℜ푑 where 푑 > 20 and 퐷 to be
a ﬁnite set of data points where 퐷 ⊂ 푉 . Deﬁne 푑푖푠푡(푝, 푞) to be the Euclidean distance between
two points 푝 and 푞 in 푉 . Deﬁne 퐵푝(푟) to be a multi-dimensional set of points with radius 푟
centered at 푝 in 푉 .
Now, given a row vector as a query point 푞 in this transformed space, we formulate the search
problem as shown in statement 2.
Problem 2. Given a constant 푘 and a row vector 푞, ﬁnd 푘-nearest row vectors of 푞 in 퐷.
In 푉 , we choose푁 row vectors that help in performing an eﬃcient search algorithm. Deﬁnition
7.3.2(from [62]) describes a search node in MLR-Index.
Deﬁnition 7.3.2. Let 퐶 be a cluster of data points in 퐷 and 푝 be its center. We say 푝 is a
search node. Denote 퐶(푝) to be 퐶 and 푆 to be a set of all search nodes. Deﬁne radius (퐶(푝)) as
the maximum distance between the center 푝 of the cluster 퐶(푝) and the data points in 퐶(푝). That
is, 푟푎푑푖푢푠(퐶(푝)) = 푚푎푥(푑푖푠푡(푝, 푞)∣푞 ∈ 퐶(푝)). Deﬁne 푠푖푧푒(퐶(푝)) as the number of data points in
a cluster 퐶(푝).
Figure 7.1(from [62]) shows the multi-layered index structure.
Our ﬁrst goal is to ﬁnd the closest row vectors (also called as “nearest neighbors [12]) of
a given row vector. To perform this task we perform a search on each search node (푆) ﬁrst,
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Figure 7.1: The multi-layered index structure.
and then reﬁne the search to other row vectors. A search node retains a ring structure for this
procedure, and sometimes we use additional data structure, a list of the 푚 nearest row vectors,
for a faster search. A list of 푚-nearest row vectors of 푝 is given in Deﬁnition 7.3.3.
Deﬁnition 7.3.3. For a search node 푝, we deﬁne 푚−푁푆(푝) as a list of 푚 nearest row vectors
of 푝.
To ﬁnd out the nearest row vectors to each row vector, we develop a technique which progres-
sively reduces the search steps in each successive computation (More speciﬁcally, it is of 푂(푙표푔푁)
steps). In the initial stages each search node keeps track of a small, ﬁxed number of other search
nodes in 푉 . To further reﬁne the search, a list of other row vectors is developed into concentric,
non-overlapping rings. This ring structure favors nearby neighbors by providing information on
search nodes in the immediate vicinity. The formal representation of a MLR-ring is shown in
Deﬁnition 7.3.4(from [62]).
Deﬁnition 7.3.4. For a search node 푝, the 푖-th ring has inner radius 푟푖 = 훼푠
푖−1 and outer
radius 푅푖 = 훼푠
푖 for 0 < 푖 < 푖∗ where 푖∗ is a user deﬁned parameter. For the innermost ring with
푖 = 0, we deﬁne 푟0 = 0 and 푅0 = 훼. All rings with 푖 ≥ 푖 are collapsed into a single outermost
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ring with 푟푖 = 훼푠
푖∗ and 푅푖∗ =∞.
Now the MLR-Index is formally described in Deﬁnition 7.3.5(from [62]).
Deﬁnition 7.3.5. We deﬁne MLR-Index to be a set of all search nodes together with their
ring structures and radius values. For a search node 푝, we denote MLR-Index(푝) to be 푝’s ring
structure together with 푟푎푑푖푢푠(퐶(푝)).
To ﬁnd all nearest row vectors to a particular row vector 푞 we begin with ﬁnding the nearest
search node 푝 of 푞 (known as the nearest search algorithm in Figure 7.2). To bring the search
closer to the nearest search nodes of 푞, w ﬁrst randomly choose a search node 푝 and measure
the distance between 푝 and 푞. To reﬁne the search further, we compute the minimum distance
between 푞 and the search nodes in MLR-Index of 푝. This distance function is given in Deﬁnition
5.2.2. If we ﬁnd a closer search node, then ﬁnd the minimum distance between its index structure
and 푞. This procedure is repeated until we cannot ﬁnd any closer search nodes. By repeating
the procedure described above 푚 times, we can ﬁnd 푚-th nearest search node of 푞. From [62],
the nearest search algorithm is shown here for ﬁnding the nearest search node of 푞.
Algorithm Nearest search algorithm
input: A query row vector 푞
output: Nearest search node (row vector) 푝 of 푞
begin
1. Randomly choose any search node 푝
2. 푑 = 푑푖푠푡(푝, 푞), 푑←∞ (From Definition 5.2.2)
3. 푑ˆ = 푑
푑 = the minimum distance between the search nodes4.
5. if (푑 < 푑ˆ)
6. 푝 = 푀푖푛푃푑
7. Output 푝
end end
Figure 7.2: Nearest search algorithm
Figure 7.3 shows the algorithm for partitioning. First, it ﬁnds the nearest search node 푝. If
the innermost ring of 푝 contains more than or equal to 푘 row vectors, then ﬁnd the 푘th nearest
row vector of 푞 within the innermost ring of 푝. If the innermost ring of 푝 contains less than 푘
row vectors then execute the nearest search algorithm until the next nearest search nodes of 푞
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contains at least 푘 row vectors. Then ﬁnd the 푘th nearest row vector of 푞 within 퐴.
Algorithm Partitioning algorithm
input: A row vector 푞 and constant 푘
output: Closest row vectors of 푞
begin
1. 푝 = Nearest Search(푞)
2. if ∣퐶(푝)∣ ≥ 푘
3. 푑 = 푑푖푠푡(푞, 푘th nearest row vector of 푞 in 퐶(푝))(From Definition 5.2.2)
4. else
5. 퐴 = 퐶(푝)
6. 푆 = 푆 ∪ {푝}
7. While ∣퐴∣ < 푘
8. 푝ˆ = Nearest Search(푞, 푆)
9. 푆 = 푆 ∪ {푝}
10. 퐴 = 퐶(푝ˆ)
11. 푑 = dist(푞, 푘th nearest row vector of 푞 in 퐴)
12. Output closest row vectors of 푞 within 퐶ˆ
end
Figure 7.3: Partitioning algorithm
From [62], Theorem 7.3.1 proves that our partitioning and nearest search node algorithm
always ﬁnd the 푘 closest row vectors to a give row vector in 푂(푙표푔푁) steps.
Theorem 7.3.1. Let 푞 be a row vector and 푝푖 be the 푖th nearest search node of 푞. Let 푅 be the
maximum radius of all clusters. Let 푗 be the smallest number such that
∣∣∣∪푖≤푗 퐶(푝푖)∣∣∣ contains at
least 푘 row vectors. Let 표 be the 푘th nearest row vector of 푞 in
∣∣∣∪푖≤푗 퐶(푝푖)∣∣∣ and 푑 be the distance
between 표 and 푞. Suppose that 푚 is the smallest number such that 푑푖푠푡(푞, 푝푚) becomes bigger
than 푅 + 푑. Then, there exists no 푖 which is bigger than 푚 such that 퐶(푝푖) contains any of the
푘 closest row vectors of 푞.
Proof. Suppose 푖 > 푚 and that there exists a row vector 표ˆ in 퐶(푝푖) which is one of closest row
vectors of 푞. Then, 푑푖푠푡(푞, 표ˆ) ≥ 푑푖푠푡(푞, 푝푚) − 푅 > 푑. But 퐵푞(푑) already contains at least 푘 row
vectors. This results in a contradiction. Hence, proved.
Figure 7.4 gives an algorithm for reﬁning the search algorithm of Figure 7.2 using 푚 − 푁푆
search nodes (Deﬁnition 7.3.3). At ﬁrst, we execute the nearest search algorithm to ﬁnd the
nearest search node 푝 from query point 푞. If the innermost ring of 푝 contains more than or equal
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Algorithm Partitioning and search algorithm using 푚−푁푆 data structure
input: 푞 and 푘
output: Closest row vectors of 푞
begin
1. 푝 = Nearest search(푞)
2. if ∣퐶(푝)∣ ≥ 푘
3. 푑 = dist(푞, 푘th nearest row vector of 푞 in 퐶(푝))
4. 퐶ˆ = Closest row vectors of 푞 within 퐶(푝)
5. for 푝ˆ ∈ 푚−푁푆(푝)
6. 퐶 = 퐶ˆ ∪ 퐶(푝ˆ)
7. else if ∣clusters of 푚−푁푆(푝)∣ < 푘
apply Nearest search algorithm repeatedly until we get 푚ˆ such8.
9. else
10. 퐴 = 퐶(푝)
11. 푆 = 푆 ∪ {푝}
12. While ∣퐴∣ < 푘
13. 푑 = dist(푞, 푘th nearest row vectors of 푞 in 퐴)
14. Output Closest row vectors of 푞 within 퐶ˆ
end
Figure 7.4: Partitioning and search algorithm using 푚−푁푆 data structure
to 푘 row vectors, then we ﬁnd the 푘th nearest row vector of 푞 within the innermost ring of 푝. If
the innermost ring of 푝 contains less than 푘 row vectors but the union of clusters 퐴 of 푚ˆ−푁푆(푝)
contains more than or equal to 푘 row vectors, then ﬁnd the 푘th nearest row vector of 푞 within 퐴.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have described SDM-Reduction, an indexing mechanism to dimensionality
reduction which discovers representative patterns in the data, forms clusters and provides an
approximation of the original data using a multi-layered indexing structure.
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Chapter 8
Rule-Mining and Prediction
To illustrate knowledge discovery, we selected two data mining techniques, such as the rule
association based discovery of variable relationships, and Bayesian prediction.
8.1 Generating Classiﬁcation-Association Rules
8.1.1 Overview
From [12], generally an association rule is of the form 퐴 ⇒ 퐵, for 퐴,퐵 ⊆ 퐶, where 퐶 is a set
of all items, and 퐴 and 퐵 are itemsets. Now, there could be a number of records considered to
have 퐴 as subsets. Let these records be denoted by 푓푟푒푞(퐴), and let 푇 be the total number of
records, then (from Deﬁnition 5.3.1)
푆푢푝푝표푟푡(퐴) =
푓푟푒푞(퐴)
푇
. (8.1)
Conﬁdence and Support of a rule(from Deﬁnitions 5.3.1 and 5.3.2) are given by:
퐶표푛푓푖푑푒푛푐푒(푅푢푙푒) =
푓푟푒푞(퐴 ∪퐵)
푓푟푒푞(퐴)
(8.2)
푆푢푝푝표푟푡(푅푢푙푒) =
푓푟푒푞(퐴 ∪퐵)
푇
. (8.3)
The goal of generating CAR rules [38] is ﬁnd out the set of rules satisfying a minimum support
and to build a classiﬁer for the rules. The description of CAR rules is given in Deﬁnitions 5.3.1,
5.3.2. To generate the rules, a concept of “frequent” and “infrequent” itemsets is used with the
rule items satisfying a minimum support known as frequent and the others as infrequent.
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The implementation is inspired by [63] in that we use an Apriori rule-mining algorithm and
generate classes of unseen samples based on the target items collected from the rules. We improve
upon this criterion by including an threshold support criteria called as “iceberg support”. We
select only those rules for classiﬁcation whose instances satisfy a minimum number of examples
as speciﬁed by the iceberg support. Our contributions are listed below.
∙ Provide an iceberg support criteria to prune rules not satisfying a minimum number of
examples.
∙ Improve the APRIORI-C algorithm [63] for generating rules by maintaining lower space
and time complexity.
∙ Improve the accuracy of the APRIORI-C algorithm by generating a balanced number of
classes across the dataset.
8.1.2 Algorithm
We ﬁrst preprocess the data matrix 퐷푘,퐿 using binning and user-guided categorization in order
to make it suitable for association rule mining. We use binning by means, by frequency and
by median values [12]. User-guided categorization consists of manually labeling the dataset into
diﬀerent Range,Label values. In our rule mining process we ﬁrst generate the candidate set of
rules using the Apriori algorithm. We obtain the support of each 푘-frequent candidate itemset
for inclusion in the ﬁnal rule set. We then generate 푘 + 푖 itemsets which are 푘-frequent, and in
this way the complete data matrix 퐷푘푖 is covered. In the next step we use an iceberg support
criteria called as 퐼푆 to prune all infrequent itemsets from 퐷푘푖. The description of the iceberg
support criteria is given in Deﬁnition 8.1.1.
Deﬁnition 8.1.1. Let 푟 be a ruleset consisting of 푇 target items. Then ∀푇 ∈ 푁 , where 푁
is the total number of dimensions, and iceberg property 퐼푆 (which is anti-monotonic), 푟 can be
partitioned(or pruned) as follows: 푃푥(푟) = {푟푥∣퐼푆/푟푥 ∈ 푟}.
After generating the association rules, we classify the unclassiﬁed examples in the dataset
using the target rules in the algorithm. For each rule in the list of discovered rules, consider
a candidate 푙-itemset. Incrementally traverse the rule items and obtain the support of each
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Algorithm SDM-Rules
input: A (푘, 퐿)-complete set of data points, dimensions 퐷푘,퐿 in a transformed space 푆푖;
given iceberg support 퐼푆
output: A set of association rules 퐷푅 in 푆푖
begin
1. For each set of row vectors 푑푖 ∈ 퐷푘,퐿
2. For each 푗
3. Categorize 푑푖푗 by using Binning or User-guided Categorization
4. End for
5. Get support 푆 of each 푖-itemset
6. Compare 푆 with minimum support and obtain set of frequent 푖-itemsets
7. Generate candidate 푘-itemsets using Apriori property in 퐷푘푖
8. Obtain support of each candidate 푘-itemset for inclusion in the ﬁnal set
9. Generate 푘 + 푖 itemsets which are 푘-frequent
10. End for
11. For each target item 푇 in 퐷푘푖
12. l = 1
13. 퐶푙 = set of all 푙-itemsets
14. Check the iceberg support of all itemsets in 퐶푙 with 퐼푆
15. Prune items from 퐶푙 which are not supported by 퐼푆
16. For Each itemset in 퐶푙 do
17. Generate candidate 푘-itemsets using Apriori property in 퐶푙
18. Obtain support of each candidate 푘-itemset for inclusion in the ﬁnal set
19. Put them into 퐶푙+1
20. if ∣푇 ∣ = 1
21. Put 퐶푙 in 퐷푅
22. End if
23. 푙 = 푙 + 1
24. End for
25. End for
end
Figure 8.1: SDM-Rules algorithm for discovering classiﬁcation association rules.
candidate itemset. If the support of target item 푇 in each candidate 푙-itemset is 1 then we
classify the examples in dataset 퐷푘푖 using 푇 . If classiﬁcation cannot be achieved by 푇 , we
incrementally keep adding candidate itemsets to the current rule until a minimum number of
examples can be classiﬁed.
Memory consumption is taken care of in SDM-Rules by removing all infrequent itemsets using
the iceberg support criteria 퐼푆 . Time taken to compute the supported itemsets satisfying the
minimum number of examples required to belong to a particular class is also reduced as supported
itemsets of 푘 and 푘+1 need not be scanned again after pruning using the iceberg support criteria.
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The original APRIORI-C algorithm itself provides low memory overhead, and by ignoring these
two itemsets, the memory space is reduced further. If a target item does not satisfy a minimum
number of cases then the algorithm keeps on incrementally adding more candidate rules until the
support count can be satisﬁed.
8.2 Bayesian Prediction
We adapt a Naive Bayes classiﬁer [12] that has been modiﬁed to process numeric data [64]. Let
푥 be a row vector we want to classify, and 푐푘 be a possible class (label). What we want to know
is the probability that the vector 푥 belongs to the class 푐푘. We ﬁrst transform the probability
푃 (푐푘∣푥) using Bayes’ rule: 푃 (푐푘∣푥) = 푃 (푐푘)× 푃 (푥∣푐푘)푃 (푥)
Class probability 푃 (푐푘) can be estimated from training data. However, direct estimation of
푃 (푐푘∣푥) is impossible because of the sparseness of training data. By assuming the conditional
independence of the variables forming medical records elements and used for constructing a vector
푥, 푃 (푥∣푐푘) is decomposed as: 푃 (푥∣푐푘) =
∏푑
푗=1 푃 (푥푗 ∣푐푘), where 푥푗 is the 푗th element of vector 푥.
Then the previous equation becomes: 푃 (푐푘∣푥) = 푃 (푐푘)×
∏푑
푗=1 푃 (푥푗 ∣푐푘)
푃 (푥) .
With this equation, we can calculate 푃 (푐푘∣푥) and classify 푥 into the class with the highest
푃 (푐푘∣푥). Note that the naive Bayes classiﬁer assumes the conditional independence of features
which is not always the case with diﬀerent features of the islet cell dataset. Inspite of this, the
naive Bayes classiﬁer exhibits good performance in general.
8.3 Summary
In this chapter we have provided an overview of predicting variable relationships using rule-
mining and prediction algorithms. Our rule-mining algorithm discovers classiﬁcation-association
rules while the prediction algorithm uses a version of the bayesian classiﬁer for prediction.
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Chapter 9
Experimental Results
In this section, we describe our experimental results over real and synthetic data.
9.1 Data
The real dataset consist of islet cell transplant data. The synthetic data is generated by sinusoidal
functions, and it validates the eﬀectiveness of our algorithms. We deﬁne the sinusoidal functions
used in our experiments as follows: 푥(푡) = 푐표푠(휔0푡) where 푤0 = 푛휋. The spectrum of this
sinusoidal signal is given by 푋(휔) = 훿(휔−휔0)+훿(휔+휔0). To sample the signal 푥(푡) is multiplied
by 푝(푡), and its frequency equivalent becomes 푋푝(휔) = 푋(휔)∗푃 (휔). The base sampling frequency
is given by 휔푠 =
1
푇푠
. We update this sampling frequency as 휔푠 = 푛
1
푇푠
for experimental purposes.
9.2 Evaluation Metrics and Results
We deﬁne a few evaluation metrics to demonstrate dependencies of data quality on the conﬁdence
in knowledge discovery results. Two sets of metrics are deﬁned, one for prediction and one for
association rule discovery. The ﬁrst metric is the mean error on predicted values from these
datasets. It is shown in Equation (9.1)below.
푛∑
푖=1
퐴푐푡푢푎푙푉 푎푙푢푒 − 푃푟푒푑푖푐푡푒푑푉 푎푙푢푒
푛
(9.1)
The main purpose of the mean error on predicted values is to determine the eﬀectiveness of
our prediction algorithm. The next set of metrics is for evaluation of association rule discovery.
The ﬁrst metric here is Precision. Precision measures the degree to which instances actually
satisfy the rule (in the presence of uncertain values). Some of the instances have a degree of
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Figure 9.1: Mean Error(%) Vs Number of Samples for Baseline Synthetic Case.
Table 9.1: Results of association rule discovery
Sample Size Support Precision Conﬁdence
20 50 56 55
30 60 57 51
40 60 61 65
50 50 65 78
60 50 65 79
70 60 78 81
80 70 74 84
90 67 81 86
100 81 85 88
uncertainty attached to them because of the estimation of some values for certain dimensions.
Precision is deﬁned as shown below.
푃푟푒푐푖푠푖표푛 =
∑푛
푖=1 No. of uncertain instances
Total no. of instances satisfying the rule
(9.2)
For measuring prediction error in baseline case for each instance, we measured the diﬀerence
between the estimated value (using our SDM-Estimate algorithm) and the predicted value (with
the entire measurement history of a patient considered as prior knowledge). It is given as:
퐸푟푟표푟푒푠푡% =
퐸푠푡푖푚푎푡푒푑푉 푎푙푢푒−푃푟푒푑푖푐푡푒푑푉 푎푙푢푒
퐸푠푡푖푚푎푡푒푑푉 푎푙푢푒 × 100. In cases when the ‘measured’ value is present
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Figure 9.2: Mean Error(%) Vs Number of Samples for Random subsampling.
the prediction error becomes: 퐸푟푟표푟푚푒푎푠% =
푀푒푎푠푢푟푒푑푉 푎푙푢푒−푃푟푒푑푖푐푡푒푑푉 푎푙푢푒
푀푒푎푠푢푟푒푑푉 푎푙푢푒 × 100.
Uncertainty of an instance satisfying a discovered rule is assigned as ‘High’ if the number of
uncertain dimensions in an instance is ≥ 23푁 where 푁 is the total number of dimensions in that
instance. It is assigned as ‘Low’ otherwise. The other two measures are support and conﬁdence
of a rule.
Three types of experiments are performed on synthetic datasets. The ﬁrst is the baseline
case, when the experiments are performed on the original synthetic dataset. The second set of
experiments is by the introduction of Gaussian noise in the dataset. The third experiment is by
removing dimension values from the dataset to simulate the absence of values. The process of
removing is done by a random sub-sampling process. For each case the mean prediction error is
reported as a function of sampling rate. For the real dataset, only the baseline case is considered.
For association rule discovery, we report the results of cross-validation on the real dataset
with precision, support and conﬁdence of the rules. Figure 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3 show the results of
prediction on synthetic data for each of the experimental design cases. We can see in Figure 9.1
that as the sampling rate increases, the mean prediction error decreases (more samples implies
smaller error). This is the result of the Bayesian prediction algorithm where the probability of a
particular value is the product of both likelihood and prior probability, and the value increases
with the number of available samples. In Figure 9.2, the mean prediction error for various 휎
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Figure 9.3: Mean Error(%) Vs Number of Samples for Various 휎 of Gaussian noise.
values of Gaussian noise are given. For a ﬁxed sampling rate, the values of mean prediction error
increase with increasing 휎 (more noise implies larger error). Finally, in Figure 9.3, we can see a
curve which shows the results of periodic sampling and random sampling for a given sampling
rate.
Figure 9.1 shows the results of association rule discovery on the real dataset. For a given
support threshold and cross-validation fold, the precision and conﬁdence are tabulated. The
table shows that precision and conﬁdence are consistent are less for a lower support threshold
but gradually stabilize to consistent values for larger support thresholds.
50
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Figure 9.4: Mean Error(%) Vs Percentage of Samples considered as Prior Knowledge for Real
dataset.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work we presented SDM-Miner, a novel framework for performing knowledge discovery
from sparse and high-dimensional medical records. We have circumvented the drawbacks of tra-
ditional statistical analysis tools to develop a set of data-preprocessing, dimensionality reduction
and ﬁnally knowledge discovery algorithms from medical data. We have proposed a detailed
theoretical framework to characterize the dataset and provide a formal representation of the
techniques that we used in this thesis. We evaluated SDM-Miner with experiments on synthetic
as well as on real datasets, and showed the eﬀectiveness of the overall framework in terms of
low prediction error, low uncertainty in rule discovery, and high sensitivity and speciﬁcity of
the algorithms. The experimental results clearly showed some promising results. Our proposed
algorithm for estimating temporally missing values could handle the sparsity of medical records,
and our dimensionality reduction algorithm derived an error-bounded compression of the dataset
which aided in the generation of rules.
We plan to apply the dimensionality reduction algorithm to heterogeneous datasets which
consist of a mix of categorical, discrete and continuous attributes. Reducing the error while
compressing the dataset is also a future research goal. We have limited the knowledge discovery
process to only two tasks - namely rule-mining and prediction. This is expected to be expanded
to a range of other data mining tasks like pattern-mining and so on. Furthermore one major
criticism of our work could be that it is too restrictive by focusing only on a restrictive dataset. We
plan to test SDM-Miner to other datasets in the future and propose a more generic framework
which would be applicable to all datasets showing the characteristics of the dataset that we
have studied in this thesis. In particular, any data which falls under the category of being
heterogeneous, sparse, high-dimensional and with security and privacy issues can be studied, and
it would be interesting to analyse the performance of SDM-Miner as applied to this type of data.
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